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Summary in illustrations
SITUATION			

More young families come to the city...

They are:

COMPLICATION		

They are in the city for:

But... How suitable are these cities for them to live in?

There is less space to them because:

So it is harder to claim the street

So they are escorted

II

III

new urbanites
• yup(p)s
• higher educated
• dutch natives
• urban preference

social climbers
• migrant family
• grew up in city
• educated

time and geography
• work
• amenities
• meeting places

social networks
• family & friends
• sitting arrangements
• strength of weak ties

identify with the city
• true urbanites
• reject suburbs

We care of them because:

less physical space
• cars
• garbage containers
• bicycles

less social control
• fewer kids outside
• less attractive space

Result: Children play more indoors
social economic reasons
• reducing social polarization
• demands on public space
• kids as bridge builders

pedagogical reasons
• obligation to raise good kids

when asked their
favorite play activity
they name one inside

less kids means, means
less space, means less kids,
means...

they move from island
to island in the city

from “child space” to “adult
space”

time of children is more
organized

But outdoor play is important because:
physical reasons
• daily physical activity
• less obesity
• less chronic diseases

cognitive reasons
• social skills
• motorical development
• concentration

KEY QUESTION

SUB QUESTIONS 		
...What is the research about?

How do children use and perceive their public space
with regard to outdoor play related activities?
IV

How can the public
space of De Bergen
become more attractive
for young families?

How can the autonomy of kids in the
public domain be increased?

ANSWER 				The design in three parts

1

A route through the neighborhood that increases their autonomy

2

Creating obvious meeting places for spontaneous encounters for kids and parents

the family ribbon

Involve the neighborhood in the process
How can spontaneous encounters in the public
domain be facilitated for both parents and kids?

What measures can increase local awareness and
involvement in neighborhood employed projects?

neighborhood
maintained garden:
De Stadstuin

3

Involve social institutions in the process
involvement by
Lunet &
De Treffer

Series of low accessible measures to increase awareness for involvement in the creation of these places

V

building public familiarity
through repeated social encounters in local meeting places

example: local crowdfunding campaign for a neighborhood barbecue

DISCUSSION			 Spin-off effects

Design fits in the trend of
public parenting

Bridge to other groups outside
of homogeneous social circles

Environments for children are
environments for all user groups

VI

VII

parents continue the lifestyle
they had when they did not
have kids

social bonding (left) and
bridging (right)

the high demands kids place
on the public space are good
for all users, like elderly
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Young families in the city
introduction: who are they and how do they live in the city?

Cities are growing. The growth
prognosis of the Central Bureau of
Statistics (CBS) indicates that in the
next twenty years three fourths of
the population growth in the Netherlands will happen in cities (CBS,
2013). Cities in this CBS definition are
settlements of more than 100.000
people. The trend is that urbanization will continue to grow at the cost
of smaller towns. The largest share
of this increasing urban population
comes from young people attracted to the city. This is reflected in
the fact that on a national level the

population is aging, but on the city
level this trend is much less evident
(CBS, 2013). Growth in cities is also
supported by the fact that there are
more children born in cities than
outside of them (CBS, 2014).
Cities are rejuvenating, but what
explains their popularity? Who are
these new inhabitants and why are
they attracted to the city? What is
their significance in the city and why
is it important to keep them? This
first chapter is the literature review
that aims to describe the current sit-

uation that many Dutch cities are in.
It also tries to indicate the complications that these new young families
find. A framework is set up to identify the key research questions that
are central in this thesis. Then Eindhoven is introduced as an example
of these cities. The case to further
research is selected from which the
research questions have been formulated.
Picture on the left:
Obstacle course during the Kinderbouwdorpendag

1.1 families and the city
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Families are attracted to the city but
this has not always been the case. The
(re-)growing popularity of the city
among families, is a relatively new
phenomenon. In previous decades a
strong suburbanization trend resulted in families moving to the fringes
of the city. Cities at that time were
considered not to be a good place for
children to grow up. They were seen
as overcrowded, unsafe and unhygienic. Cities in this period became
the grounds for students, single person house holds and elderly. If they
could afford it families would choose
to relocate to the suburbs which they
considered a more suitable place for
children to grow up. These suburbs
became the child rearing-sector of

the society of that time (Ward, 1977).
This trend peaked in the 1980’s but
now this seems to partially reverse.
In the early 2000’s a modest counter process was observed (Karsten,
2003), more families are choosing
to live in the city and now it looks
like families have reinvented the city
(Karsten, 2014). Who exactly are the
these new urban inhabitants?
The publication ‘Smaak voor
de stad’ of the former Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and
the Environment (VROM) characterizes the new urban families into
two groups (Karsten et al., 2006): the
new urbanites (Reijndorp, 2004) and
the social climbers (Van der Zwaard,
2005). The new urbanites group
is attracted to the city because they
continue to live in the city after they
are done with their education and

find a job. They are often (but not
exclusively) Dutch natives, are most
likely higher educated and have an
urban living preference. The city
provides them the socio-economic
opportunities they are looking for.
They are often referred to as yupps
(young urban professional parents),
a term coined by Karsten (2003) to
distinguish them from the traditional yuppies (young urban professionals).

new urbanites
• yup(p)s
• higher educated
• dutch natives
• urban preference

The second group is the
generation labeled as the social
climbers. This group mostly consists of former migrant families that
through a prolonged educational or
entrepreneurial path have achieved
a higher socio-economical level than
their parents. They majority of this
group has trade school education.
They are familiar with the city life
because they often grew up in cities
themselves.

social climbers
• migrant family
• grew up in city
• educated

1.2 reasons for choosing the city

Families have a growing bond with
the city, but they have other more
rational reasons to choose to live in
the city. Research shows that families have three main reasons to do so
(Karsten, 2007): The first one has to
do with time-geographical reasons,
having limited time (in the literature
often referred to as the space-time
budget) living within minimal distance from daily activities is almost
necessary to combine a full time job
and parenthood. Secondly they are
socially embedded in the city, their
social network is mostly situated in
the city they live in and the city provides opportunities for diverse contacts. And thirdly they identify with
the city, they consider themselves

true urbanites. The three will shortly
explained below.
time & geography
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Time-geographical considerations are an important rationale
for living in the city. Most important
in this is a reasonable distance from
home to work (Karsten, 2007). The
parents (of which often both have a
job) have a limited time-space budget. Living in the city they work in
is an effective way to combine a job
with childcare. The location of the
home becomes crucial in the ability
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to manage their time. But physical
proximity also becomes intertwined
with social proximity. Not only being
near to facilities is important, these
facilities also are important places
to meet people. Shops, the daycare
and playgrounds function as meeting places for the neighborhood and
form the nodes of the social network
(Karsten et al., 2006).

Where time-geographical reasons
underline the importance of physical proximity, the social embededness underlines the importance
of being close to social relations
such as family and friends but also
(baby) sitting arrangements. These
relations tie them to a certain place
and having these relations in the city
makes it easier to upkeep these relations. The social proximity is further supported by the diverse social
environment the city provides, this
diversity is highly appreciated. The
city provides easy and noncommittal
ways to make new contacts (Karsten,
2007). Through the strength of weak
social embedding
ties (Granovetter, 1973) it is possible
to make contact with groups other
This touches the second con- then their own. The diversity and
sideration that is the social embed- anonymity the city offers also has its
ding families have within the city. drawback when it comes to the vul-

nerability of kids. To curb this feeling the presence of other like minded families is important (Karsten et
al., 2006). By building a wide social
network of like-minded people, families try to guard against these negative experiences (Karsten, 2007).

identification

Last reason is the identification the parents have with the
city. Urban families consider themselves “real city people” (Karsten,
2007:p.93). The families have an

aversion for the rural and celebrate
the diversity the city has to offer.
Countryside villages or VINEX
neighborhoods are described as
boring or dull. City families have a
certain pride in living in the city and
want to distinguish themselves in
this. They consider themselves tough
for living in the city with kids. They
think of the positive side, thinking
that it make their kids more streetwise, but also see the downside that
is it mostly because of them they
live in the city (and not the choice
of the kids). The parents also feel a
responsibility to the society that cities should be places as livable places where you can raise children and
have the feeling they should be the
pioneers of this.

1.3 a youthful city

Why is it so important to have children in the city? The most important
reasons have been categorized into
two perspectives: a socio-economical and a pedagogical view.
From a socio-economical
point of view young parents form an
important part of the middle class of
the city. Retaining this group to the
city is first of all important to reduce
social polarization (Karsten, 2005;
Karsten, 2007). It can help to bridge
the gap between different income
levels. Furthermore the middle class
brings specific economic activities
to the city. These are activities can
be further extended to specific consumer spaces centered around kids
(Karsten, 2012). Another argument

to consider is the high demands parents have to the public space. Kids
are (among) the weakest inhabitants
of the city that have specific demands
for their streets. The efforts put into
making the public space more family
friendly can be beneficial for all user
groups. Lastly kids can also function
as bridge builders between different social groups (Bouw & Kasten,
2004). They can set up a situation
getting people together that would
otherwise not meet.
The the pedagogical perspective is more noble or philosophical by
nature. We as a society have a moral
obligation to raise good kids. Kids
are future citizens and need to provide parents equal conditions. Only
with a good social environment and
good education this is possible. For
example a boy from a lower social
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class that lives in Eindhoven might
by his background be deemed to
work at the lower ends of the society
and or get attracted to criminal path.
But when the right conditions are
provided, he can possibly become an
earlier described social climber.
10

social economic reasons

• reducing social polarization
• demands on public space
• kids as bridge builders

pedagogical reasons

• obligation to raise good kids

Families are of importance
to the city, however this is not translated into policy. Often families are
considered as dull, unfit and not
dynamic enough to live in the city
(Karsten et al, 2006). That these families belong to the acclaimed creatives
and cultural consumers the city so
eagerly wants to attract does not get
through. Policy and reality are not
synchronized. Families live in the
city, but there is little specific attention for them. In the most recent
housing vision of Eindhoven young
families are only addressed once but
in this document no translation is
made to policy. The vision has little
recognition for this group and most
houses that are being planned right
now are for single or double person
occupancy (Gemeente Eindhoven,
2015).

1.4 from outside to inside

The domain for children is in transition. The space used by them has
slowly switched from outdoors to indoors. When the parents of the children were young they probably used
to play more outside than inside. For
them playing was a synonym to playing outside. This outdoor play came
with relative autonomy. Kids were
pushed out on the street because
there was little room to keep them
all the children inside or they were
in the way of household activities.
Their activities were more centered
around the street. This living pattern of kids has changed in the last
decades. Parents seem, due various
valid reasons, to be more protective and children are becoming less

autonomous than they once were.
It has switched to the point where
most children spend more time indoors than on the streets, although
outdoor children do still exist (see:
Karsten, 2005). Children their lives
have become more home centered,
activities that used to be done outside have become part of the indoor
children’s culture. Building huts and
plying hide and seek for example
could just as well be an activity done
inside as outside.
The switch of domains goes
with the trend of people having
more room inside than they did 50
years ago. In the 1960’s the average
residency occupancy was 4,0 persons per house, in the 1980’s this was
already 2,9 and currently it is about
2,2 persons (Haperen, 1983; PBL,
2015). The territory of the children

has not only increased by kids having their own rooms, but also the democratization of other rooms in the
house (Bouw & Karsten, 2004). An
increasing amount of rooms in the
house are becoming part the domain
of children, such as the living room
for example. Even the bedroom of
the parents is not the exclusive domain it once was.
Another indicator of the
changing paradigm is the favorite
play activities kids name. When children were asked their most favorite
one they named an activity inside,
the television being most popular
(Karsten & Bouw, 2004). This might
have changed since 2004 to more interactive ways of entertainment such
as video games or YouTube. The
same research however shows that
kids are still very much interested

in outdoor play. They enjoy playing
with other kids because it is exciting
and is less controlled by the parents.
The space for outside play is however
not the same as it was 50 years ago.
Cities have grown, the surface of cities has increased in the past
decades, but the net amount of inhabitants has decreased. This means
that the citizens have more space
available to them. This however does
not mean that kids have more space
available. The outdoor space has
grown, but has become less useful at
the same time.
There are two reasons for this
(Bouw & Karsten, 2004). The first
one is the increased number of personal cars in the street. Cars can be
dangerous, when parked they take
up allot of space and they are expensive and therefore carefully looked
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after by their owners. Cars in other
words do not go well together with
children. The amount of space is further limited by other objects on the
street, such as bicycles, bicycle stalls
and garbage containers. These factors all limit the space available for
outside play.
cars are dangerous and take up
public space when parked

to claim their space in the street. For
these two reasons outside play has
decreased in attractiveness, it has
become tighter and skimpier. Part of
this are the less informal play spaces available (Chawla, 2002). Unused
spaces such as abandoned or undeveloped lots have decreased in numbers. Increased land prices and intensification policies have led to the
development of these places.
decreasing amount of kids means it is
harder for them to claim the street

The second reason is the decreased
amount of kids in the street. Less
kids in the street does also mean that
there are less kids to play with. With
fewer numbers its harder for them

1.5 the backseat generation

The decreased perceived safety level
of the parents have led to less autonomous children. Today’s children
play outside less frequently and for
less time and have a more restricted
home range (Karsten, 2005). In practice this means that their children
are becoming less (independent)
mobile than they once were. Children are more subject of interference
from their parents. Protective parents would rather take their children
to the places they need to be, than let
them go there themselves. Children
like this fit in the description of the
back seat generation. Their space
behavior is characterized by diverse
geography of adult organized children’s activities, such as music les-

sons or soccer practice. They are
escorted children that travel from
place to place of which their own
street is only one island in the chain
(Karsten, 2005). The escorting of
kids is as the name backseat generation suggests is often done by car but
can also be done by bike or on foot
but always in company of an adult.
Public space has transformed from a
place that belongs to children (child
space) into one meant for adults and
accompanied children.
At the same time the time of
children is becoming more managed.
The relative autonomy and noncommittal activities children once had
is fading. Bouw and Karsten (2004)
ask themselves if children still have
time to play outside nowadays. They
conclude that they do, but their
agendas are much busier than they

once were. Kids now have various
other committed activities besides
school, like formal clubs such sports
practice but also incidental activities
such as going to the movie theater.
But kids recently also got more time.
Helping in the housekeeping is not
the mandatory activity it once was.
Parents are however becoming increasingly important of the activities
that are deployed by children.

“They are escorted children that travel from place
to place of which their own
street is only one island in
the chain” (Karsten, 2005)

1.6 benefits of outdoor play

Playing outside is necessary in the
development of a child. First off from
an individual perspective play is important to the physical and psychological condition of the child. The
physical aspect relates to the personal health of the child and the psychological aspect to the mental development which include social values.
Outdoor play can however also help
in the community bonding of a
neighborhood. Children can serve as
bonders and to lesser extend also as
bridge builders between different social groups (Bouw & Karsten, 2004).
The two perspectives will be shortly
explained below.
According to de Vries & van
Veenendaal (2012) there is direct ev-
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idence that playing outside positively related to the physical wellbeing of
the child (Sallis et al., 2000; Fereirra et al., 2007; Hinkley et al., 2008).
Outside play can in time and intensity make a considerable contribution to the daily physical activity
needed for a child. No literature suggests that children that play outside
more often are healthier or less overweight. Indirect evidence shows that
outdoor play can make a considerable contribution to the physical well
being of the child and this leads to
a preventive effect which can lower
obesity and chronic diseases among
children (Jimenez-Pavon et al., 2010;
Aarts et al., 2010). Outdoor play can
also be beneficial to the personal development of the child. De Vries &
van Veenendaal (2012) note strong
evidence is available that outside

play can improve the social skills of
a child (Burdette & Whitaker, 2005;
Van Gils et al., 2008), the motorical
development (New Policy Institute,
2002), cognitive development (Duer
Evaluation Resources, 2003) and the
learning performance and concentration (Stegeman, 2007). On the
latter the opinions are still divided
however (Vries & van Veenendaal,
2012).
Furthermore when play is
situated in natural environments this
can bring children closer to nature.
This important because children
have never been so disconnected
to it as they are in this age. Richard
Louv in his book ‘Last child in the
woods’ describes the alarming negative effects why we should be worried of this. Being in nature would
further improve mental and physical

conditions of the child (Louv, 2007).
Research shows that many positive
effects can associated with increased
contact with natural environments.
A survey done by the IVN (The
Dutch Institute for Nature education
and Sustainability) led by Agnes van
den Berg has shown that natural play
environments can contribute to the
physical activity and motoric development of youth; mood and well-being, attention span and ADHD (IVN,
2014).
Second argument to consider are the beneficial aspects for the
community of outdoor play. This
part of the importance of play does
not receive as much of attention as
the individual condition of the child.
Moreover the evidence is also not as
compelling as the individual factors
(de Vries & van Veenendaal, 2012).

They however can be just as crucial
on a community level. It is about
reaching out to other communities
outside of your own and enhancing
social bonds.
1.7 social bridging and bonding

In the previous paragraph it was noted that children are part of multiple
network societies. They mostly move
from the one homogeneous place to
the other within their own homogeneous groups (Karsten & Bouw,
2004). In sociology often a distinction is made between social bridging and social bonding of different
groups (Putnam, 2000). Bonding is
about the internal social cohesion
within social homogeneous groups,
bridging is about contacts, exchange

and solidarity between groups.
Bridging requires more social integration than bonding. In research
done by Bouw and Karsten (2004) it
was found that children in city more
often bond (contact with like minded groups) than bridge to other social groups.

happens next door. Due to not understanding each other they rather
focus on the collective of their own
social group. They interact only with
their own ethnic or social economical peers. Social segregation looms.
Children (and parents) can
help to reduce this social polarization. Parents have an important role
in the realization of the social network of the kids. If the parents do
not have intensive contacts outside
of their own circles it is reflected on
the network of the kids. This also
goes for schools. Parents are responsocial bonding (left) and bridging (right)
sible for the school their kids go to.
Schools can play an important role
Collective individualization is the in bridging between groups, effects
word they use to describe a situ- are however limited when they go
ation where every family pursues to homogeneous schools. Furthertheir own individual goals and in the more the research by Bouw and
process knowing little about what Karsten shows that social bonding
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may happen in the classroom, but it
is difficult to transfer these bonds to
outside the class rooms. In the public domain different kids do not find
each other so easily.
The Council for Social Development
(RMO)
researched
multi-ethnic bonds in the Netherlands. They recommend connecting
through an infrastructural approach.
This means that connecting should
happen in the daily routines and networks citizens have, not outside of it
(RMO, 2005). Designers have should
increase the chance of these encounters. They compare the role of the
designer of an old phone operator.
They don’t have the conversation
themselves, but connect the sender
and receiver, reduces the noise and
monitors the quality of the cables.
The government should invest in

this to make it easier for people to
connect with each other. One of the
ways for this inter-ethnic bonding is
creating public trust through spontaneous encounters in public space.

building public familiarity through
repeated social encounters

Public familiarity is a crucial
building block for social relations.
People can build this public familiarity through repeated encounters
with the others. The public domain
needs to be designed for this. One
way to do this is to create obvious
meeting spaces. Places need to be

created where people come other
than integration. Examples could be
public space or playgrounds. Creating spaces that people actually use
increases the chance on repeated
encounters which leads to familiarity. Creating multi-functional meeting spaces are another way to get
people in contact with each other.
Connecting the one closed circuit
to the other closed circuit can help
spontaneous encounters even when
people are not looking for this. Last
way to increase the likelihood of an
encounter is to create lifespan proof
meeting places. This can be done by
creating meeting places for people
that are in the same life phase and
have the same interests, concerns or
uncertainties. Special attention can
be given to meeting places that have
to do with parenthood. Further re-

search has shown that playgrounds literature review. In brief they are alcan be used as a suitable tool for in- ready family friendly neighborhoods
tegration (Blatchford et al., 2003).
with a relative high percentage of
kids.
The selected neighborhoods
1.8 case selection
that are considered are the Elzent-Noord, Rochus and Irisbuurt,
The starting point for this research Witte Dame buurt and De Bergen.
was to develop a strategy that could They each are directly connected to
be applied for the whole of Eind- the inner city of Eindhoven (the area
hoven. In order to create a com- between de Vestdijk and the Keizersplete image of the city five different gracht). They each represent typolotypologies of different high urban gies that can be found elsewhere in
city neighborhoods in Eindhoven Eindhoven be it in a higher urban
have been classified. Other neigh- form. On the following page some
borhoods of a lower urban charac- basic statistics are shown for these
ter but still located within the inner areas. Two other basic typologies
ring of Eindhoven like the Laak and from the Dutch context have been
Limbeek were also considered. They added as references for typical famihowever did not make it into the ly living environments.
research because they do not fit the
It proved to be too much
urban profile that is described in the work to make meaningful conclu-

sions for each of the selected neighborhoods. So one neighborhood was
selected to further develop (see De
Bergen).
elzent-noord

Elzent-Noord is a villa neighborhood
that is situated between the Stadswandelpark and the Anne Frank
Plantsoen. It is a parklike neighborhood with mostly detached homes
in the upper segment of the market.
Housing prices here are on average
almost twice as much as the cheapest
neighborhood in this comparison.
This area represents the different city
villa typologies that Eindhoven has
(like Karpen and the Parklaan area).
iris and rochus neighborhood

The Rochus neighborhood named
after the French saint Rochus van
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High rise typology
Witte Dame neighborhood

various city center neighborhoods of eindhoven

Low rise city typology
De Bergen

Residential low rise city typology

City center

Iris and Rochus neighborhood

Montpellier is a neighborhood that
can be defined as a typical middle
class city neighborhood. Together
with the Iris neighborhood these
two represent the typical Eindhoven
low-rise typology that can be found
in many other places in the city. The
difference with these two neighborhoods and the rest of Eindhoven is
that these two have a more urban
character. The Iris neighborhood is
the area with the highest amount of
families of this comparison (22%).
The reason for this is the distribution of the housing stock but also
the relative sheltered character of
this neighborhood.
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Elzent-Noord
Villa typology

ing to Strijp-S. From the chart it can
be seen that the housing stock only
consists of apartment buildings. The
absence of suitable family homes
translates to the relative low amount
of families that live here. However the percentages of persons aged
from 0-14 is still higher than De Bergen and the Rochusbuurt.
de bergen

The last city neighborhood is De
Bergen. It is a kind of unusual neighborhood because it is the only area
which was part of the original city
of Eindhoven before it expanded as
a company town. The neighborhood
is now often seen as an extension of
witte dame neighborhood
the city center.
The Witte Dame area represents the
De Bergen was selected to
high rise axis Eindhoven has that further investigate. There were two
runs from the Witte Dame build- main reasons to do so. The first one

is that De Bergen most closely relates
to the cities that were the central cases for the papers that were reviewed
during the literature research. Most
of the these surveys were done here
in high urbanity cities like Amsterdam and Rotterdam where the families are often located in the older
historical pre-war shells. De Bergen
felt like the place with the highest urbanity out of the investigated neighborhoods in terms of urban activity
taking place. The architectural style
of the neighborhood also reflected
the closest to the pre-war neighborhoods often found in the literature.
The second reason was of a
more practical order. The first neighborhood I inventoried was De Bergen. This meant that I rapidly had a
large network of people to go to that
expanded quickly. Once I was in this
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CITY
NEIGHBORHOOD

REFERENCE

VILLA PARK

CITY
NEIGHBORHOOD

RESIDENTIAL CITY
NEIGHBORHOOD

HIGH RISE
DISTRICT

“VINEX ARCHETYPE”

-Typical family neighbourhood

“CARGO BIKE ARCHETYPE”
-Typical yupp neighourhood

Age composition
7%

0-14 yr
15-24 yr

7%

11%

15%
20%
34%

21%

13%

25-49 yr

9%

11%

17%
13%

39%

22%

22%
28%

13%

26%

22%

19%

33%
14%

12%

50+ yr

36%

52%

37%

De Bergen

Eindhoven

Elzent-Noord

47%

54%

39%

Rochusbuurt

Irisbuurt

De Witte Dame area

44%

40%

Ypenburg, The Hague

Willemspark, Amsterdam

Families with kids
percentage of homes
with kids
13%

20%

238.000

369.000

30%
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15%

22%

13%

55%

29%

197.000

260.000

260.000

762.260

17%

25%

WOZ-value
average home value
in EUR
204.000

171.000

Social housing
percentage corporation
owned houses
39%

11%

26%

0%

17%

10%

Housing composition
percentage of family
homes vs. apartments

64%

36%

19%

81%

31%

69%

27%

73%

54%

46%

0%

100%

76%

24%

?

n.a.

Source: Gemeente Eindhoven (2015), Gemeente Den Haag (2015), Gemeente Amsterdam 2016)
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flow and getting involved with the
people it was more practical to keep
on working on De Bergen than to
start to investigate a new one.
1.9 research questions
22

The life patterns of families in the
city have changed in the last 50
years. They are shifting. Previously
children and adults have had relatively autonomous lives: kids lived
on the streets, adults had their lives
at work. Now this has changed kids
play more inside. They are more
dependent on their parents for their
daily activities and weekly routines.
The public space that previously belonged to children has transformed
from a child space to one meant for
adults and accompanied children

only (Valentine, 1996). The amount
of play outdoors has declined considerably (Karsten, 2005). This is
reflected in the reduced amount of
space available to children. Less social control and less physical available space for play have decreased
the public domain of the children.
This has resulted into play activity
being more situated inside.
At the same time more families are choosing to live in the city.
It is becoming more common for
children to grow up in urban environments. This research deals with
the tension between these two fields.
The shifting family life patterns with
the battle for space and the increasing amount of young families that
choose for the city. How fit is Eindhoven, with specific attention to De
Bergen neighborhood, for them to

live in? This is the question that is
central in this research. Formulated
in a single sentence this boils down
to:
How can the public space of De
Bergen become more attractive for
young families?

This is a rather general question and
to better understand this question
four subquestions have been formulated. The first one is about the child
itself. How does it perceive the public space. How do they play and what
implications does this have for the
public space?

How do children use and perceive
their public space with regard to outdoor play related activities?
Children can serve as bridge builders between different social groups
(Bouw & Karsten, 2004). Children
learn other social groups and parents are enabled to bridge to other
social groups. The next question is
about how to stimulate the necessary
spontaneous encounters that allow
for social bridging.

The last question is how to make this
happen. How do we design these
places and how do we design the
process for this.

The follow-up question is how the
independence of kids in the public
What measures can increase lospace can be stimulated. In order to
cal awareness and involvement in
make more children play outdoors
neighborhood employed projects?
they need to be made more self-reliant in the public space. This can be
done by giving children back (a part How can spontaneous encounters in
of) their autonomy.
the public domain be facilitated for
both parents and kids?
How can the autonomy of kids in the
public domain be increased?

23

2 De Bergen
analysis: a case description of de bergen
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Wilhelminaplein

De Bergen is a desired neighborhood to live in. It is a unique mixed
city neighborhood close to the city
center, often seen as an expansion of
it. It is a one of a type neighborhood
in Eindhoven that differentiates itself by the mix of functions that
have a more local character than the
city center. The architectural style is
also unique for Eindhoven. Narrow
streets are offset to spacious inner
courtyards. This alternation in space
and houses make the neighborhood
a desired one to live in. Also commercial interests are recognizing

this. De Bergen is an example of a
gentrification process in Eindhoven.
In this second chapter De Bergen
will be introduced. First the history
and the current status of the neighborhood will be described. Not only
spatial characteristics will be considered but also the less visible social networks in the neighborhood.
For this research several neighborhood events have been attended
and small reports of that have been
included in this research. Lastly De
Bergen is seen through the eyes of

the kids that live here with a photo
assignment they took in collaboration with the school.
Picture on the left:
Wilhelminaplein, De Bergen

Witte Dame
neighborhood
Willemstra
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Eindhoven was founded in an area
bisected by different rivers and
streams. Major ones like the Dommel and the Gender divided the land
in stream valleys and higher sand
and farm grounds. On these higher grounds the first settlements of
Eindhoven were founded including
De Bergen.
The name De Bergen (translated as ‘the mountains’) refers to
the sand ridge where the settlement
was built on. The Bergen connected
de Hoogstraat (translated as ‘highstreet’) with the historical Eindhoven. The two ridges named the
Grote Berg (‘big mountain’) and the
Kleine Berg (‘small mountain’) are
still determinative in the current
street pattern.

De Bergen was a neighborhood just outside the fortifications
of Eindhoven. Because of strategic
considerations very little was built
outside of these walls. This meant
that up to the 19th century little
of the Bergen was developed (Res
Nova, 2009). Eindhoven remained a
relative small city with a small economy. This changed with the transformation to a company town with
the arrival of Philips. The increased
demand for houses meant that the
Bergen was slowly developed from
the end of the 19th century and took
flight after the introduction of the
Dutch Housing Act (Woningwet)
in 1901. On the Wilhelmina more
luxurious houses were developed.
In the streets the houses for middle
incomes and workers were built (Res
Nova 2009).
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Van Deventer maps of Eindhoven and De Bergen
cut out (approximately anno 1560)
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Looking through the professions inhabitants of De Bergen had
during these times it can be concluded that De Bergen was a working class neighborhood (Gosselink
& van Gerven, 2003). This slowly has
changed in the last decades of recent
times.
2.2 de bergen now

Eindhoven has now developed itself
as a post-indrustrial city. Currently it is the largest city in the south
of The Netherlands. In this city De
Bergen has transformed itself to an
established neighborhood and the
main streets can be seen as extensions of the city center. What used
to be a residential neighborhood has
now transformed into a vibrant city

neighborhood, although the residential character remained.
De Bergen can be seen as an
example of consumptive gentrification (Lammers et al., 2016; Felix
et al., 2015). Gentrification in this
context is characterized by many
possible expressions of consumption
(Metaal, 2007). Among them are
liveliness, entertainment, relaxation,
heterogeneity, culture, monumentality, art and unexpected encounters.
Most notable examples of this are
located on the Kleine Berg. A mixed
street with shops and restaurants
mostly in the that have transformed
to the more luxurious segment. Not
the whole neighborhood is gentrifying at the same time. Different stages
of gentrification can be found in De
Bergen (Felix et al. 2015). Commercial streets seem to gentrify faster

than residential streets.
One important physical
characteristic of De Bergen is the
dissection of the neighborhood by
the Grote Berg. It is an important
traffic vein and bus route for the city.
It divides the neighborhood into a
northern and southern part which
have a notable different character.
Most dominant differences are those
in architectural style and the composition of space.
The following picture essay
will take you through the neighborhood in a couple of different themes
with pictures taken throughout the
year.
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The Grote Berg, the main street that divides the neighborhood in a northern and southern part

The way to the Anne Frank Plantsoen

Grote Berg

The southern part is characterized by its modernistic flow of open space and greenery
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On the Kleine Berg gentrification patterns are most visible

Variation in the street pattern

Narrow historical streets characterize the northern part

The hard boundaries of De Bergen are all busy traffic veins

The busy city life can be escaped inside of the courtyards of the blocks
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De Bergen is split in two halves by
De Grote Berg. This road is an important bus route for the city as well
as the main connection to the Hoogstraat and the south-east of Eindhoven. It fragments the tight historical northern part and the open
modernistic southern part.
Many parents and children
have mentioned that they perceive
this specific road as dangerous. Especially the part where De Grote
Berg crosses De Kleine Berg. This
crossing is often part of the route is
used by parents to go to the school
when going from north to south. The
school in the southern part for example is only accessible through De
Grote Berg or De Edenstraat. Both
roads of the highest hierarchy of inner city roads and not family friendly.
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Earlier it was mentioned that De Bergen is often seen as an extension of
the city center. The map on the right
shows this. The colored buildings all
represent some sort of activity from
commercial to public.
Roughly speaking some
different parts of activity can be
separated. In the North is the Wilhelminplein. This is a square mostly
bordered by cafes and bars. Along
De Willemstraat a high concentration of various shops can be found.
The same goes for De Kleine Berg
although the specialisation of these
shops is more on the art and culture
side. In the south the larger buildings are found. They mostly consist
of offices or buildings in of the public
sector like the elementary school.
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Because of the high density of De
Bergen there is little space left for
greenery. The free space in the street
is mostly used for parking. At peak
hours this amount is not even sufficient (Trajan, 2016).
Public greenery in De Bergen is often associated with parking.
It has the role of defining and separating these spaces. The image of the
street is however dominated by stone
tiling. The Oranjestraat is the only
exception to this. It is a surprisingly
green street which ends at the Treffina terrein.
In the south the green is
much more prominent. The Dommel
stream links the Anne Frankplantsoen as a green gateway to the park
structure in the south of Eindhoven
leading to the Genneper parken.

2.4 analysis: social infrastructure

Oranjestraat

greenery and parking

Private parking
Public parking
Green corridor

Link to Genneper
parken
50m

In this section the social infrastructure of the Bergen is analyzed. The
most important actors that are active in the neighborhood have been
mapped and categorized into four
categories. They are briefly introduced.
In the Bergen there are three
main neighborhood institutions active. They are de Stadstuin, Neighborhood association De Bergen (BV
De Bergen) and Stichting De Bergen.
They each operate independently
from each other. They take notice
of each other their activities but do
not participate in them. Each organization has their own specific base
of residents attracted to them. Residents however do not exclusively
belong to one single organization.

2

7

9

Actors with no fixed
place of residence in
the neighborhood

3

4

5
1

6
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1

2

2 8

3

1

3

4

2

4

5

3

5

6

1

Stadstuin De Bergen

4

De Treffer

6

7

2

BV De Bergen

5

Pand 54

7

Gebiedsmanager 8

3

Stichting De Bergen

6

Lunetzorg

8

De Trinoom

neighborhood

7

social welfare

9

governmental

commercial

institutions

organization

4
5
6
7
8

institutions

8
9

organizations

9

Association of
business owners
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Some residents attend activities organized by multiple organizations.
The relations between the
different neighborhood organizations could be improved. It is outside of the scope of this research to
fully analyze this, but it is important
to understand the different attitudes
the organizations have towards each
other to know the social tensions in
the neighborhood.
The basis of these tensions
seems to be in the little willingness
these organizations have to compromise towards each other. An example of this is the distribution of the
neighborhood budget this year. This
is a subsidy that has a fixed amount
based on the amount of residents.
This year both the Stadstuin and BV
De Bergen applied for this subsidy.
The municipality decided that they

would both get half. BV De Bergen
did not agree with this and applied
for an objection. The result was that
they got the other half as well (Bergen Bulletin, 2016).
The clash between the organizations also seems to happen on a
personal basis as well. The representatives of the organizations do not
get along well to put it blunt. This
is sad because they both seem to
pursue the same core values. Values
that are based on a social cohesive
neighborhood. One of the underlying reasons for these issues might
be the different age groups of the
organizations consist of. De Stadstuin is owned by the new younger generation of inhabitants of De
Bergen. And the executive board of
BV De Bergen is run by the people
that lived here multiple decades and

sometimes even grew up here. These
are different generations that have
different practices of doing things
but live in the same neighborhood
(pursuing the same ambitions).
The neighborhood organizations however have a significant value for the neighborhood. They are
approachable because they consist
of people that share the same community values. Events organized by
these organizations are often good
places to meet new neighbors. In
personal observations I saw phone
numbers being exchanged between
parents who previously did not
know each other.
Beside neighborhood organizations a number of other social
welfare organizations are active in
the neighborhood that have (to a
lesser extend) some involvement in

the neighborhood. They are veterans
home De Treffer, Pand54 the regional headquarters of gay rights organization COC and the a department
of Lunetzorg a daycare for socially
disabled people. These organization
each serve their own specific target
group, but are open to residents to
come and join them. They however
do not actively organize activities
exclusively for the neighborhood.
On some occasions they are invited
however.
From the governmental
point of view there are also a two
actors active in the neighborhood.
They are united under the governmental institutions category. The
first one is the community coordinator (gebiedscoordinator) who is part
of the municipality. He is the link between the neighborhood and the city

hall. Secondly the elementary school
de Trinoom.
Finally Ondernemersvereniging de Bergen (the association of
local business owner) represent the
interests of the local commercial organizations in the neighborhood.
Other than this there are
multiple other organizations active
that have not been named in this
summary, like the home owner associations (VVE’s) that represent
the different home owners and other
commercial real estate owners. These
and others have not been included in
this analysis but they do have a role.

1

de stadstuin

2

Stadstuin De Bergen was set up after
3
one of the founders squatted the Lu4
ciferterrein,
an empty inner court5
yard located between de Grote Berg
and
6 de Kleine Berg. Together with
two
others they set up an organiza7
tion to develop the plot. The city al8
lowed
them to stay and to develop it
temporarily
as a neighborhood gar9
den. Right from the start the Stadstuin knew that this area would be
only temporarily developed and after two years the city initiated their
plans to develop the area for a hotel.
After the Luciferterrein was
cleared they moved to the Treffina
grounds (Treffina terrein) An area
on the Kleine Berg not more than
100 meters from the former location.
Other than the previous location
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they became the curators of this area.
They agreed with the city that they
would develop the area as a neighborhood meeting place in return for
the limited ownership of the area.
This is the current situation of the
place. Near the end of the year the
city will do earthworks on the area to
make it more suitable for gardening.
To bridge the time to the new garden
small projects and neighborhood
events are organized on the Treffinaterrein. Examples of the activities
organized by de Stadstuin include a
neon football tournament and the
kinderbouwdorpendag (see further
ahead).
1
2
3

bv de bergen

The
neighborhood association De
4
5
6

Bergen (BV de Bergen) was set up
two years ago. The main goal of the
organization according to the website is to: “Organize and stimulate
encounters in the broadest sense,
from walking in to have a cup of coffee to the organizing or participating
in an activity” (Bewonersvereniging
De Bergen, 2016). BV De Bergen is
different from the other two neighborhood organizations because it is
an association. You have to become
a member to participate in it. Members can take part in the events and
can attend the member meetings. In
this sense it is a more formal organization than De Stadstuin. Examples
of events that BV De Bergen organize are Koninginnedag and de Nationale Straatspeeldag (see further
ahead).

3

stichting de bergen

4

Cultural
neighborhood center Foun5
dation De Bergen (Stichting de
6
Bergen) is the oldest and most in7
stitutionalized
neighborhood organization
in
the
neighborhood. They
8
have their own community center
9
on the Oranjestraat. The foundation publishes its own neighborhood
newspaper and hosts regular art ex1
positions of (local) aspiring artists.
2

3
4
5

de treffer

Community center de Treffer (In6
loophuis de Treffer) is the regional
7
community
center for former military
personnel. They want to have
8
a 9visible role in society and for this
reason they have a visitable location

since a few years. Here veterans can
exchange thoughts in support groups
Post-traumatic stress disorders are
an important conversation topic.
They have a blues band, do painting activities and have a library. The
institute also maintains a museum
of which they are proud. Outside of
the center they also organize activities
1 like raising awareness at schools
but
also invite the neighborhood to
2
some of their events.

lesbians, bisexuals and trans-genders. Pand54 organizes regular thematic
meetings with an educational
1
character.
But Pand54 also serves as
2
a3social meeting place for everyone
with an interest the gay scene.
4

5
6
7

lunetzorg

Lunetzorg is a commercial social
8
welfare
organization that operates
3
9
through
the south of the Nether4
lands. Daycare Henrica is one of
5
pand54
their branches and is located on the
Kleine Berg. Here they provide day6
Located on the Prins Hendrikstraat time activities for socially disabled
7
54 is Pand54. It is the regional head- people. They organize activities such
8
quarters
of the Eindhoven branch of as music lessons and arts and crafts
the
9 gay rights organization COC. The projects.
COC is a national organization that
Some of the activities they do
protects the rights of homosexuals, are showcased to the neighborhood.

For example part of the daycare is
the shop Twinkelbel where they sell
some of the products made by the
1
clients.
This shop is also operated by
2 clients. Other then that they also
the
have
a small public teashop and do
3
regular
performances of their cultur4
al projects.
5
6
7
8

gebiedscoordinator

All neighborhoods in Eindhoven
9
have
specialized community managers and coordinators (translated
from gebiedsmanager and -coordinator). He is the link between the
city hall and the neighborhood. His
role is to hear the different voices in
the neighborhood but also to inform
and involve them in projects.
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8

de trinoom

9
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Salto Montessori elementary school
De Trinoom is located in the south
of1 De Bergen. With about 30 different
2 classes it is a relative large school.
Many children come from other
3
neighborhoods to this school. Part
of4 the school is Korein Kinderplein.
5
This
is a after-school daycare and
shares
part of the building and yard
6
with
the school.
7
8
9

business owners

The local association of business
owners (official name: Ondernemersvereniging de Bergen) represent the local business owners in De
Bergen.

ethnographic component

The following six pages are
an overview of some of the
neighborhood events that
took place during the research
in which I volunteered to get
some insight how the neighborhood operates. Small illustrated reports have been
written to showcase what organized activities for young
families take place in De Bergen. Personal field notes were
made for all of these events.
Some of these notes were
have been reformulated and

published into the report to
give the reader an idea what is
happening in De Bergen.
The events proved to
be a great way to speak to the
different parents in an informal way. In some cases I was
seen as part of the organization and I had to explain again
why I was here. Other times
I was seen as a young parent
myself: “Which one of these
children is yours?”. Attending
the events allowed me to get a
better understanding how the
young families live in the city
in an immerse setting.
Kids and parents during the Nationale Buitenspeeldag

Field notes April 16th
- Neon football to
urnament
Evening
Preparations start
around 17:00. A sm
all tent was set
up for the registra
tion table and the
ba
rbecue. The
field was decorate
d with balloons with
lights in them
and neon lighting.
At the registration
table everyone
can register themse
lves by writing thei
r name on a
piece of paper. Glo
w-sticks and flashin
g bracelets
were handed out
to the participant
s.
Te
ams were
made. Only one ch
ild had to cry beca
use he did not
agree with the divi
sion of teams, but
a moment later
he is already on th
e field.
42

There is a high turn
out. In the end ther
e are about
10 kids are on the
field. The footballe
rs (and football
girl) also attract ot
her sisters and mot
hers that want
to watch: “Where
is the entrance??”
on
e mother
yells from the park
ing lot. She brings
her two girls.
The kids that do no
t participate in the
event are in
the playground.
Later during the ev
ening the barbecue
is fired up.
Sausages on bagu
ettes are served. Fo
r the parents
beers are arranged
. Floris (one of the
organizers) says
that in his experie
nce the parents le
ave only when
the crate is empty.
Under the small te
nt is a nice
place to be. Discuss
ions are about the
high housing

g poop of owners that
prices in De Bergen. The do
gs (even though they
not clean up after their do
The pro’s and cons of
know that kids play here).
discussed. About the
living in the city center are
d it is said that it is quite
safety of the neighborhoo
u never lose the problems
safe neighborhood but yo
city. One parent pulls a
associated with living in a
that you can also live in
nasty face when I mention
a VINEX neighborhood.
in 15 minute matches are
Four teams are made and
game there is a toss.
played. At the start of each
registration table. After
Scores are registered at the
ds in a tie and penalties
three matches the final en
final winner. The tourare taken to determine the
blow of a whistle. Winnament is ended with the
photo with all particiners take home a medal. A
pants is taken.
yet. One more game
But not everyone is finished
also allowed to paris played where the dads are
ls everyone leaves for
ticipate. When darkness fal
objects: two shin guards
home. Two lost and found
ity is next month but
and a jacket. The next activ
the rightful owner is
maybe a before that time
already found.

DE STADSTUIN On the 16th of
April Stadstuin de Bergen organized a neighborhood neon football tournament for local football
heroes. When darkness fell light-

boxes were turned on. A barbecue was set up and beers were
served to the fans represented
by the parents. The winning team
took a medal home.

Signing up for the tournament
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A high amount of concentration was required

KONINGINNEDAG 2016

KINDERBOUWDORPDAG
DE STADSTUIN On the 22 of May on
the Treffina terrein Children’s village
building day took place (Kinderbouwdorpendag). Armed with hammers
and 6 cm nails kids and parents with
confident carpenter skills took on the
task to build a wooden castle from disposed pallets.
nd

The hard work resulted in a two level high fortress with a roof, secret en-

BV DE BERGEN Half of May Neighborhood association De Bergen organized a neighborhood
alternative to Kingsday. In their opinion Kingsday in the Bergen is too commercialized and
does not have the family character it once had.

trance and a look out post. With flags
and chalk everything was nicely decorated.
Everyone was excited about the result
so it was decided that with a few extra
screws the fortress could stay for a little longer than just the day itself. Later
I heard some children still play there
as if it was a real world Minecraft video
game setting.

After decorating the bikes and the following parade through the streets, the kids were received
by queen Maxima on the Catherina Square. She
awarded the most beautiful decorated bike. After that there was time for games.
Decorating the bik

es

Some pare
nts also en
joyed to pa
rticipate

Queen Maxima and her clerks
Parade through the streets

STRAATSPEELDAG

sed of for the activities they

Children had their lists cros

did

Field notes June 8h - Nationale Str
aatspeeldag
Afternoon
On the 8th of June it was nationa
l outdoor play day
(Straatspeeldag). Neighborhood
organization BV De
Bergen participated on the parkin
g lot of the Spijndhof. Preparations started at 10.
Tables were set up,
balloons were put up and variou
s toys were put out.
Preparations actually started ma
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by asking if people could clear the
parking lot so
there was more space for play. On
the ground was
spray painted: no parking on 8th
of June. A big bouncy castle with slide rose from the
empty parking lot.
Children had to subscribe at a des
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name on a list. At the beginning
of the day there
were 47 empty fields. At the end
of the day all but
one was filled. The event was a
big success. They
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could do (blowing bubbles, face
painting) or treats
they could get (ice cream, apples
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things they were crossed from the
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Places perceived as unpleasant or dangerous
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2.5 the kids of de bergen

One of the questions that is central
in this research is to shed some light
on how the kids in De Bergen perceive the public space and simultaneously use their play environment.
Do these domains overlap? What
places are pleasant to them? What
places are perceived as unpleasant or
even dangerous?
In order to answer these specific localized questions thematic literature research was not sufficient.
This research had to take place in the
field using empirical methods.
brief description of methodology

Multiple methods were considered
for this field research. One of the

possibilities could have been participant observations. This method is
however subject some limitations in
its validity (like the reactive effect)
and is relatively time consuming
(Bryman, 2008). A more playful and
interactive way of research was chosen to research the behavior.
De Trinoom, a Montessori
elementary school in De Bergen
was approached to participate in an
ethnographic participant generated
photo research. Using disposable
cameras children were asked to
photograph their play environment.
The given assignment to them was
twofold but kept very simple. First
they were asked to photograph their
play space. It was explained that this
can be formal playgrounds but also
informal places like the street. Then
they were asked to take pictures

of the places they perceived as less
pleasant or even dangerous.
The aim of the research was
to come to obvious childlike conclusions about the public space that as
an adult you would not see. By working with informants to produce the
images that are meaningful for them
it is possible to gain insight into
their visual cultures and into what
is important for them as individuals
(Pink, 2004). The aim of the research
was not to come to scientific conclusions, but to get some insight in the
every day life of kids in De Bergen.
How do they play and where to they
go?
Although many kids of this
age already have a mobile phone
with a camera it was expected that
using an analog camera would add
another playful dimension to the ex-
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Field notes May th
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in De Bergen and could therefor not participate.
Six children were selected all 9 or 12 years old, two
girls and four boys out of which two were brothers.
The assignment was explained again and the camera’s were given out.
Right from the start the kids were very excited. The
playful element of the camera’s that was explained
in the proposal really worked. First I explained how
the camera worked. Explaining the flash function gave even more excitement. Reactions were:
“Where does the picture come out?” or “How do I
know if I made a blurry picture?”. The kids used the
camera as if it was a digital camera, shooting from
the hip no peaking through the lens. The kids started to make pictures straight away (see pictures). I
tell them they need to save a few pictures for the
other places. “But we also play in the school yard!”.
I’m a little scared the film is already full before I
leave the school.

periment and would make children
more aware of the kind of pictures
they took. The field notes made on
the day the cameras were handed out
are published in this report.
When the pictures were developed I went back to the school to
discuss the pictures taken. Approximately 100 shots were taken. Some
of the pictures taken by the kids have
been published in this report. The
technique of photo-elicitation (Bryman, 2008) was used to discuss the
significance of the photos they took.
This was done in short sessions of 1520 minutes in the school. Kids were
asked to divide the pictures into two
piles. One pile for their play spaces and the other for the unpleasant
or dangerous places. Pictures were
then individually discussed. Questions asked were about what makes

this place appealing or not and what
improvements can be made. Pictures
also served as an easy conversation
starter about playing outside in general.

be misleading because not every
location the children play has been
photographed or the place where the
photo was taken was not clear from
the picture.

results

beyond de bergen

The research generated insightful results that as a researcher I could have
never have stumbled upon. Children
are inventive in their play space and
have a different perception of what
can be considered as dangerous
from the view we have as adults. The
results for the most meaningful places for this research are summarized
in this section. The pictures have
also been quantitatively mapped to
give a global indication of where
kids play. This map however might

The assignment that was given to the
children was to photograph places inside of De Bergen. Some children, especially the older ones, took
this assignment very strict. They are
aware of the boundaries of the neighborhood has and took pictures as
such. They however in the follow-up
they said that they also played outside of the given area. Some children
that photographed all of their play
spaces also took pictures outside of
De Bergen. Although no one named
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Places that are used for play
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these places as their preferred place
to play, they do cross hard boundaries to go to these place. The boundaries include busy traffic veins of the
city such as the Vonderweg and the
Mauritsstraat that dissect De Bergen from the Schrijversbuurt and
the Vonderkwartier. Especially the
Schrijversbuurt is a popular place to
play. This has to do with the many
formal playgrounds this area has but
also the amount of other kids that
live here. One kid of 9 years said that
the reason he does go to these other
neighborhood is that the friends he
has live there. This social network
seems to be the most important consideration to choose for a certain
playground outside of De Bergen.
Under guidance or with a
group of friends children go even
further. One kid of 9 years named

Strijp-S as a favorite play place because of the many organized play activities it has like the Ontdekfabriek
(discovery factory).

Crossing the Vonderweg back to De Bergen

the house street

All children named their house or
street in front of the house as one of
the popular places where they conduct play. Someone said that more
than half of the time he plays outside he can be found here. In general it can be said that children of
younger age play more often close to
the house than the older ones. This
can also be observed from the map.
Some children have larger gardens
than others. This however does not
translate to playing here more. Kids
with small gardens play just as much
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The backyard is a common scene for play

close to their house. One kid lives in
a community that has a very large
semi private courtyard. This space is
mostly used by the children that live
there.
treffina area
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Street of home

Boy 9 yrs

Boy 12 yrs

Play space

Boy 9 yrs

Boy 12 yrs

Dangerous or unpleasant space

Girl 9 yrs

Girl 12 yrs

The locations of the pictures the
children took. When multiple pictures
were taken of the same place only
one mark was placed on the map.

Football is a popular play activity
among the kids. Here it must be noted that most participants were boys,
which generally like football more
but the two girls shared the same
interest. This play is not restricted
to the Treffina football (grass) field.
Paved areas like the Wilhelmina
square and parking garages (see informal play) have also been named
as suitable places to play football.
The Treffina area has some
mixed feelings among the partici-

pants. One kid of 9 named it his favorite place for play because the goals
are large and there is a fence behind
them so the ball does not bounce off.
However one girl of 12 and two others named it as a unpleasant place
where she would rather not go. Reasons for the uncomfortable feelings
are in the enclosed character of the
area. The sides of the area are densely
grown which blocks the view to the
entrances. Other kids named that
they do not feel welcome by other
users that do “secretive” things there.
This is a familiar complaint that fits
with my own observations of teenagers that use it as a quiet place to
smoke cigarettes or worse.
Other familiar complaint
was the amount of dog poop that can
be found. It is also in line with my
own findings and that of the parents

I spoke to. Dog owners are not very
considerable to other users. In other
playgrounds outside of De Bergen
this problem does not exists according to the interviewees.
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The Treffina football field

Bergen: “Is this De Bergen as well??
My best friend lives here!”. They use
No pictures were taken of the parks the park for school activities or use it
that are located in the southern part for football. Most popular park is the
of the neighborhood (Anne Frank- Hornemannplantsoen because it has
plantsoen and Hornemannplantso- a goal for football.
en). When asked if they also played
here many answered yes but it was
not considered as being part of De wilhelmina square
the parks
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The Wilhelmina square is a popular play space

The Wilhelmina square is named
as a popular play space by many
kids. But at the same time children
are aware of the dangers. The edges
of the squares are busy car streets.
When playing ballgames you need to
be careful not to get the ball on the
street. Children are inventive in their
solutions. Make the square a little
less curvy and use edges so the ball
does not roll off. More formal football facilities would be welcomed by

the kids but they see the limitations
as well: “On Friday the pizza truck
visits the square. The truck needs to
be able to pass”.
informal play

The Treffina terrein is an example
of a formal playground in the city. It
has a slide and a football field. It is
clear to the children that this area is
designated for play. Children however also use more informal places
for play. Examples of this include the
Wilhelmina square and the parks
which are not directly meant for
playing (there are no facilities) but
are suitable places to do so.
Children can be inventive
in the places where they choose to
play. They use the streets or urban-

ized transition zones for play. One
example of this was described by a
12 year old boy. Close to his house
is an underground parking garage
where they play football. The garage
is not accessible to them because you
need to scan your personal card to
get in. He told they usually wait near
the entrance of the garage until a car
passes by that opens the gate. At that
moment they go in and place a brick
at the sliding gate to prevent it from
closing. They then play inside of the
garage using the pillars as goal posts.
Car owners do not seem to mind this
behavior according to the boy.

that participated in this research
lived on the north side of the Grote
Berg and took pictures from this part
mainly. They however do go there
they told in the follow-up. The busy
traffic vein remains an important
barrier in the perception of space.
Open spaces are generally preferred
over enclosed ones for play. The exception is the home (garden) where
the space is smaller than outside but
perceived safety is higher.
Cars are one of the main
threats to children. Other discomforts are in unpleasant social groups
like teenagers or homeless people.
Children are inventive in
their play. Informal play spaces are
more general findings
used just as much as the formal playgrounds.
De Bergen is not perceived as one
The perception of safety for
complete neighborhood. All the kids kids is different from that of an adult.

Before I took the pictures to the kids
I marked the pictures what I as an
adult would find an unpleasant or
dangerous situation for kids to be in.
My perception was wrong. Kids labeled many more pictures as unsafe
sometimes for subtitle reasons not
directly visible from the picture (the
presence of homeless people for example).
Entrance to the garage that is used for football
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3 The Family building blocks
a family friendly neighborhood concept

This chapter introduces the conceptual framework of the design. It
has taken shape as the hierarchical
model displayed on the next page.
In this scheme four levels of hierarchy are defined. The city meeting
places, the family ribbon, the neighborhood meeting places and the
family streets.
First the concept of the Family building blocks will be further explained. Here the levels of age and
independence as described. Then
we will zoom in on the locations
that are used in the design part. This

is then translated to a map with the
conceptual family ribbon on it. Finally the involved actors are named
and the program of requirements is
discussed.
Picture on the left:
Parent and kids during the Kinderbouwdorpendag

Anne Frank Plantsoen

Wilhelminaplein

CITY MEETING PLACES
12+ years *
FAMILY RIBBON
6+ years *
Luciferterrein

Luciferplein

Treﬃna terrein

60

De Trinoom

NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING PLACES
6-12 years *

FAMILY STREETS
0-6 years *

*Aimed (but not exclusively for) target age groups

Lucif
e
Prins Hendrikstraat

rstraa

t
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3.1 the family building blocks
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Four different levels of hierarchy in
social gathering places are defined
in the family building blocks of De
Bergen. These places are all meeting
places but differ in the public or local
character they have. The highest level has the most public character and
is part of the city network of public
places. The one of the lowest order
belongs to the residents that live in
that specific street. Each of these levels is linked to a specific age group
that is based on the scheme in the
next section. It must be noted however that these groups do not specifically belong to these places. They
are just an indication for the possible
target age groups.
On the highest and most

public level are the city meeting
places they serve functions that are
interesting to all residents of Eindhoven. The Wilhelmina square and
the Anne Frankplantsoen have been
selected as examples of this but the
Kleine Berg also serves this function.
The step below that is the
family ribbon. This ribbon is a concept that is based on the Kindlint.
An idea that aims to connect the
places that are important to children
by physically linking them through
a ribbon. The family ribbon extends
this to places that are interesting to
young families, so does not exclude
parents. It links the places from the
higher order (city meeting places)
with those of the lower order (neighborhood and streets) by making safe
and accessible connections.
One step down the neigh-

borhood meeting places are found.
They are gathering places that serve
the central function in the social infrastructure of the neighborhood.
They are open spaces that allow for
public neighborhood gatherings.
At the bottom of the scheme
is the family street. It is the most fine
grained blocks that connects the
family home to the upper levels.
age groups and action radius

As noted earlier kids gain more independence with age. They become
less dependent on their parents and
they are more self reliant. For play
this translates into kids going further
from home when they grow older.
The youngest kids only play inside
of the house. This increases to the

street and after that the block and
the neighborhood. This has spatial
implications that are summarized in
the scheme below.
Age group
(approx.)

Space type

0 yrs

0. House

1-3 yrs

1. Doorstep

4-6 yrs

2. Street

6-10 yrs

3. Block

10-12 yrs

4. Neighborhood

13+ yrs

5. City

source Manual Speelweefsel
Gemeente Gent, BE

The action radius of kids is reducing resulting from the fact that parents are more worried and bothered
about the safety of their child. This
results into more parents that ac-

company their child to different activities as we saw in chapter 1. This
is problematic in the development of
the kids because this way they do not
learn new experiences or deal with
setbacks or risks. They have to learn
to deal with autonomy.
The family building blocks
aim to break this trend by giving
back some of the relative independence of kids by providing the right
infrastructure. It enables them to
experience and participate in public
life in a more autonomous way.

3.2 description of the blocks

Out of the elements that are described in the concept two have been
further developed: the Anne Frank
Plantsoen and the Treffina area. A
short introduction to them is given
in this section.
Anne Frank Plantsoen
The Anne Frank Plantsoen is located
between the Wal and Edenstraat. It
is a design of garden architect D.F.
Versteeg. The park still has this feel
and structure. Defining elements
are the deflecting paths that form
individual compositions (Gemeente
Eindhoven, 2008). The Anne Frank
Plantsoen is part of the green artery
that connects the southern green
structure of Eindhoven.
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plantation block the sunlight and
the view lines in the park. For this
reason with sunny weather people
more people prefer the more open
Hornemannplantsoen. Secondly the
park has no particular programming. Besides the benches and open
grass areas there are little options to
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b

The park has developed a
bad reputation through a series of
immoral acts with minors that took
place in the park in the past. The park
still seems to be underused. One
reason for this is the dark character
the park. The many large trees and

Anne Frankplantsoen

Lex en Edo
Hornemannplantsoen

open space or footpath
solitaire trees
plantation

The three main green arteries of Eindhoven
Dommel

really use the park. This is reflected
in the familiarity people have with
the park. Kids in the research preferred the Hornemannplantsoen
and if they did come here it was on
the other side of the Dommel at the
Jacob Catslaan. This is also different from the Hornemannplantsoen
which has a goal for football. The
main function of the park seems to
be for strolling, siting and fishing.
The park however has potential to become a valued gateway park
on the city level. This is illustrated
on the picture to the left. The Anne
Frankplantsoen is the first access
point to the southern green artery
of Eindhoven. It is a continuous line
that goes all the way to the Genneper
parken in the south.
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De Bergen has various places for
informal neighborhood gatherings.
Four of these places have been selected to be part of the route. They
are the Treffina terrein, Luciferterrein, Luciferplein and De Trinoom.
Not all of these have been developed
for this purpose. Only the Treffina
area has been selected (see introduction of the next chapter).
The Treffina area can be divided into three separate parts: the
Treffina grounds, De Treffer and the
Lunet garden. Only the first one is
publicly accessible. It is now maintained by Stadstuin De Bergen. The
other two are privately owned. Theybelong to De Treffer and Lunetzorg.
These parties have been described in
the previous chapter.
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3.3 the family ribbon

3.4 program of requirements

The concept comes together in a
single map that is displayed on the
next page. Here the different scales
are connected through the family ribbon. It is a route that can be
used with two ways of transportation, both on the bike and on foot.
The ribbon is bilateral. On the one
hand it provides a fast connection
from the north to the south for bike
users. On the other hand it is a walkable route that connects the different
amenities related to young families
and the neighborhood. Parts of the
route overlap and come together in
central meeting places such as the
School or the Treffina grounds. The
requirements of the space are discussed in the next paragraph.

On the following pages the program
of requirements of the different
scales for the family building blocks
are discussed. On the left side a
graphic interpretation is given with
possible design solutions, on the
right side the requirements itself
are displayed. Implications for the
process have been formulated. They
have been categorized into four
main categories that are explained
on the right.
In some cases the term
crowdfunding is used under the
financial header. In paragraph 4.2.7
an example is given how this could
take shape.
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Who takes the initiative? Who is
the main driver for the project?
Who owns the initiative? Who
maintains the project?
How is it financed? Who pays for
the project?
What is the main target user
group?

Wilhelminaplein

Luciferterrein
Treffina terrein

Luciferplein
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De Trinoom

Anne Frankplantsoen

The conceptual image of the Family ribbon with the bicycle route at De Trinoom

50 m
50 m
m

Promotional campaign at
the opening of the route

Recognizable sculptures
that make the route more
interesting to the users and
are used for way finding

Safe crossing over
the Grote Berg

Safe cycling routes and
practical parking for
(cargo) bikes

Route ends at the beach
bar. However very few
may use the complete
route as such

FAMILY RIBBON

MAIN REQUIREMENTS OF THE SPACE

family fabric

HOW IS IT DONE?

1

Provides (as far as possible) a conflict free route
with traffic (attention to the Grote Berg)

City of Eindhoven

2

Safe crossings and good visibility for children
and on the children

Owned and maintained by the city

Connects the amenities (such as the park,
school and playground) that are important to
kids

Financed by public works

It is a recognizable route that connects that is
thematically also attractive to kids

Children and accompanying parents that walk
and bike through the Bergen neighborhood

3
4
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Activity area:
Neighbourhood maintained beach club along
the Dommel

Reinteracting with the
Dommel using it as the
driver for the new park

Quiet area:
Sunbathing, picnicking & relaxing

Reconnecting the
southern main green
artery of Eindhoven

CITY MEETING PLACE: ANNE FRANKPLANTSOEN

MAIN REQUIREMENTS OF THE SPACE

family fabric

Dommel

ANNE FRANK PLANTS

OEN

river

HOW IS IT DONE?

1

It is a park where recurring activity takes place
that is both interesting to the neighborhood as
the city.

Neighbors of the Bergen who want to actively
contribute to the community or local neighborhood
business owner

2

It has a clear gateway function to the southern
green structure of Eindhoven and reestablishes
this connection

Owned and maintained by the neighborhood
or local business representative with a good
heart for the neighborhood

3

The park is divided in a quiet and activity area to
accommodate all different users

50% Public works (subsidized, prior investment)
25% Social subsidies (like Oranjefonds) 25%
Crowdfunding
Eindhovenaren and neighbors that visit the
Anne Frankplantsoen
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Football pitch for
children combined
with a neighborhood
meeting place

Tea terrace served by
disabled people from the
social daycare Lunetzorg to neighbors

Local residents
display their personal
collections near the new
Art Hotel

Neighborhood
gardening to upscale
community bonds and
neighborhood. Increasing
rainwater adaptivity by
reducing pavement

School as a meeting
place instead of a
drop off place

NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING PLACE: VARIOUS LOCATIONS

MAIN REQUIREMENTS OF THE SPACE

LUCIFERTERREIN

LUC
TREFFINA TERREIN

IFER

PLE

IN

DE TR

family f

abric

INOO

M

HOW IS IT DONE?

1

Meeting place for neighbors which is publicly
accessible both during the day and evening

United neighbors of the Bergen (like De Stadstuin) who want to actively contribute to their
community and living space

2

A place where reoccurring events take place
that have a strong neighborhood character (!)

Owned and maintained by the neighborhood

3

A place that is interesting to come to and keep
coming to for both parents and kids

25% Local subsidies (bewonersbudget) 50%
social subsidies (Jantje Beton, Kern met Pit,
Oranjefonds) 25% Crowdfunding

4

It is a place that is created and maintained by
the neighbors, they are the owner

For every neighbor and to meet new ones in the
process
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4 Design suggestions and process strategy
a family friendly neighborhood concept

In this final part of the thesis the design implications for the urban family friendly neighborhood are shown.
Two areas that were observed in
the analysis have been further developed: The Anne Frank Plantsoen
and the Treffina area.
Reasons for choosing these specific location were quite pratical in the
first place. For the Treffina Terrein
the close collaboration with Stadstuin de Bergen made it an obvious
next step to draw plans with them
for their new area. As this report is

written they are at the very start of
the development and have no clear
idea how they want to develop the
place as a whole. These plans might
help them in their development or
can be used to show other residents
what possible outcomes could be
and used in the discussion.
These two places have also been
selected because they have a high
potential for family gatherings. They
are excellent places for both parents
and kids to go to and spend leisure
time. At the same time these places

do not seem to be used to their fullest potential right now. These plans
aim to change this.
Picture on the left:
Two kids playing mega Yenga during
the alternative Queensday

Neighborhood beach bar
where the neighborhood
serves locals
Indoor and outdoor
flexible working places

4.1 ANNE FRANKPLANTSOEN
RE-INTERACTING WITH THE DOMMEL IN A FAMILY MANNER

4.1.1 THE PROCESS TO THE DESIGN
The park is the first of a series of
parks that leads to the Genneper
Parken (see sub-diagram)

Platforms to create rapids
in the Dommel utilizing its
natural stream flow

THE INITIAL DESIGN

Swimming in the
Dommel (once again)

Boat rental to
experience the
Dommel by water

On the left side the first design is
shown for the Anne Frankplantsoen. The aim from the program of
requirements was to make more use
of the park and re-interact with the
Dommel at the same time. This was
done by placing a neighborhood
operated beach bar near one of the
larger bends in a central place in the
park. The plan consisted of relative
simple measures that the neighborhood or local businessmen could
initiate themselves.
This plan was then taken to
the Waterschap De Dommel, the lo-

today

Walking

tomorrow

Fishing

Canoing
Paddling
Swimming

Sitting

min
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future?

Dommel experience

max

City Hall
Van Abbe Museum

De Bergen

cal representatives that maintain the
water balance in this region. The initial reaction of the Dommel was that
a plan like this would not be feasible
like it was shown here. A number of
factors were given that needed to be
considered (see opposite graphic).
With this information the plan was
adjusted but it kept the main feature
of the beach and associated idea for
the local beach bar. The water experience was downscaled but the plan
became more realistic this way.
The new plan that is displayed
on the following pages consists of a
boardwalk that has two main purposes. Firstly it aims to re-establish
the earlier mentioned walkable park
structure of the southern green lobe
of Eindhoven. It is displayed on the
figure to the right. As it can be shown
from this picture the current route is

Zinc mines that will located upstream contaminated the water and
embankments with heavy metals

With heavy rainfall rain water
will overflow into the river
through the sewer system

Transportation pipes are
a few meters under the
embankments

Strength of the stream is
strong and the Dommel is
deep (up to 2 meters)

Sand in the outer bends of
the river will wash away

disrupted at the northern side of the
Anne Frankplantsoen. The boardwalk aims to reconnect this route
through the park. It enables the
user to uninterruptedly walk from
the city hall square to the Genneper
parken.
The second purpose of the
boardwalk is to prevent people from
directly swimming in the Dommel.
As previously noted the water currently does not have the quality to
swim in it. The weakness of the previous design was that the beach was
situated in direct connection with
the water and invited to swim in it.
Currently the water quality cannot
be guaranteed so this second design
places a barrier to the water preventing to swim in it.

Anne Frankplantsoen
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Hornemannplantsoen

Dommelplantsoen

restrictions by for interaction with the Dommel
Proposed boardwalk route
Genneper Parken

50m

Current situation with the Dommel in the back
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Current situation looking to the east

CURRENT SITUATION

5

10 m
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MASTER PLAN

5

10 m

Pump that supplies
drinking water and water
to freshen up

4.1.2 the beach bar
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The plan for the beach bar involves
a small shack made of half (12ft)
shipping container (dimensions: 2.4
x 5.9 meter). The is placed on a veranda approximately 60 cm from the
ground.
The shack itself is operated
by volunteers from the neighborhood. The bar can also be part of a
civil social reintegration project. The
other option is that a local businessman with a kind eye for the neighborhood comes to operate the bar.
Because of his commercial interests
managing the beach can also be part
of his job.
The beach bar is a flexible
working place. The people in De
Bergen that are mostly higher edu-

cated do not necessarily have a fixed
working place. The bar allows them
to get some work done while they
take the kids out or just have a local
atmosphere to work in.
The bar should be accessible
not only by foot but also by bike. It is
necessary to have sufficient parking
spaces for them. At the back side of
the bar a place for parking has been
reserved. Cargo bikes that are seen
more often nowadays have also been
taken into account.

4.1.3 the boardwalk

The boardwalk is a temporary (see
process design) two meter wide path
that elevates the user 60 cm from the
ground. In curvy bends it takes the

Things to do
around the
beach

Besides a bar
also a flexible
working
place

Paddy pool of approximately 40 cm deep to
splash some water
Large operable wheel that allows
the kids to pump water from the
Dommel into the paddy pool

Pumps under the bridge
keep the water circulating

Helofyte plants
clear the embankments of pollution
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Canoing in the Dommel

Alteration of the
scenery on the route
Through new
artificial rapid
platforms you can
hear the stream

Boardwalk of De Ceuvel: A circulair working environment on polluted grounds in Amsterdam North

source: Uuncube Magazine
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user over the water and land. Differences in scenery make the boardwalk
more than just a connection, it is a
leisure activity in itself. Seating possibilities have been added to overview the Dommel. The boardwalk
also connects the beach bar which is
at the same level.
The boardwalk was a necessity to separate the water from
the sand but also an opportunity
to better experience the Dommel
by foot. The plans were inspired by
De Ceuvel: a working environment
on polluted grounds in Amsterdam
with a strong focus on sustainability.
Here helofyte plants clean the land of
heavy metals. The board walk is used
to elevate the user from the plants.
For the Dommel design these same
plants are used to clean the polluted embankments from former zinc

Wetland or helofyte
filters clean the polluted embankments

Seating that
overviews the
Dommel

Experiencing the
Dommel by water

Path to the southern
park structure

mines located upstream.
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for kids to manually pump water
from the Dommel into the pool.
Next to the beach bar a wa4.1.4 the beach
ter tap provides drinking water and
Many different cities in the Neth- wash off some sand. A volleyball
erlands have an urban beach. They field provides further activity possiare often popular places that attract bilities.
many young families. This beach
aims to be the first place in Eindhoven that provides the same possi- 4.1.5 process design
bilities.
Main feature of the beach is The boardwalk itself is a temporary
the kiddo pool that is about 40 cm structure that is part of a larger plan
deep. Here kids can splash some to further develop the embankments
water with a small risk they take in of the Dommel to better experience
some of the water. The pool is circu- the river in the city.
lative system that is operated by two
The vision is that the waterpumps that are located under the board invests in the boardwalk for a
boardwalk. These pumps keep the structure that will remain operative
water flowing. A third interactive for the next 15-20 years. During this
pump has been placed on the beach period they will have time to increase

The beach bar is at the same
level as the boardwalk making
it a locigal part of the route

New leisure functions
for the park

Bicycles are tucked away in
scenic greenery. The parking
also holds cargo bikes

Neighborhood beach bar
where the neighborhood
serves locals
Indoor and outdoor
flexible working places
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the quality of the water and the earlier described restrictive measures.
After the 15-20 years the board walk
can be removed and a situation that
was the starting point for this design
can be re-initiated.
If the development is done
is this way the place will have time
to organically grow. The starting
point is small but it expands to a
larger design in the coming decades.
The beach bar can be replaced with
a structure of a more permanent
character and the kiddo pool can be
transformed into an actual swimming pool in one of the elbows of the
Dommel.

public exposure waterboard

Not many people know what the
waterboard actually does. We all
pay taxes but what happens with
the money is not very visible. The
beach bar provides an opportunities for the waterboard to present
itself to the public.

The park is the first of a series of
parks that leads to the Genneper
Parken (see sub-diagram)

The boardwalk itself can lead a
promotional campaign. Other
features on the beach like the
wheel to pump water and the
drinking water fountain can be
sponsored by Waterschap de
Dommel. The project can also get
additional funding this way.

Platforms to create rapids
in the Dommel utilizing its
natural stream flow

FUTURE?

Swimming in the
Dommel (once again)

Boat rental to
experience the
Dommel by water

Amphiteather for
neighbourhood performances and shows

Overgrown arcade that
provides an adventurous
walk and protects the
cars from balls

Public passage to the
Lunet backgarden that
is open during the day

4.2 TREFFINA TERREIN
A PLACE FOR NEIGHBORS TO MEET AND INTERACT

4.2.1 area vision

THE INITIAL DESIGN

Community
gardening

The Treffina area is a unique place
in De Bergen. There is not a single
place where so many social and cultural institutions are located as there
are in this place. Furthermore it is
the only public place for informal
gatherings that is not related to commercial activities. These things however do not show in the current design of the area. The Treffina area is a
deserted looking playground where
all houses have their backsides orientated on. From the research it was
observed that some kids do not play
here because of the badly visible en-

trances and the people that are doing
“secrative things”.
In the new vision for the
area it should be a place where social institutions of the neighborhood
can expose themselves to residents.
They remain independent areas but
neighbors are invited to come and
see what is happening here and familiarize them to these institutions.
In enables the resident to socially bridge to people outside of their
familiar circles creating awareness
and maybe future participation in
these organizations, like familiarizing themselves with volunteer work.
In order to do this physical connec-

tions need to be made between the
different areas that allow the people
to meet.
The area will be uplifted
from an anonymous municipal playground to a neighborhood maintained garden made by volunteers.
The key thought is that is a garden
for the neighborhood and created by
them.
4.2.2 the process to the design

On the left side the first draft that
was made for the Treffina grounds
is shown. It was made with input
from Stadstuin De Bergen, the cur-
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Current situation seen from the dog toilet
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Current situation seen from the parking lot

CURRENT SITUATION

5

10 m

98
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MASTER PLAN
Kids on the Treffina field during the Neon Football tournament

5

10 m

Amphitheater provides
the stage for local
performers like the
dancing school
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rent developers of the area. This
sketch served as the starting point
to go around and visit the various
social institutions that are active in
this area to discuss the possibilities
and ask for input for the design. Input was often very practical. “This
cannot be there because this doors
needs to remain accessible” for example. Also new ideas were given
like the shack that provides entrance
to the Lunet Garden.
After reviewing the initial
design a follow up design was made
with more detail. The work is displayed on the following pages.

Neighborhood shack to
store tools, serve coffee
and as a passage to the
Lunet community garden

this area is the Treffina grounds. It is
the only completely public accessible
part of the area.
The area will have two main
functions. It is and will remain a playground for kids with a football field
and a formal playground. And it will
become the central place for Bergen
residents to meet each other. This is
the central function of the area that

Pergola serves
as the symbolic
neighborhood HQ
Conversation pit
with fire place
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4.2.3 stadstuin de bergen

The main part of the design and the
starting point for all other designs in

Jeu de boules field
provides De Treffer a
reason to come and
keep an eye out

Entrance from and to
the Lunet garden

Overgrown arcade
that blocks the view to
the cars and protects
them from balls

Welcome sign explaining the garden, upcoming activities and ways
you can help
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is not very visible or appealing right
now. The area will become the scene
for local social encounters.
Development of the garden
is done by Stadstuin de Bergen. They
are the curators of the area. They
create the right conditions for local
volunteers to come and help the development and aim them in the right
direction. They have the overview of
what needs to be done and are the
driving force behind the work that
needs to be finished.

Places to store your bike
are at every entrance
Arcade prevents the ball
from bouncing on the cars
and blocks sight to them

Spontaneous social encounters also for the elderly
Entrances that make
you aware you are
entering a community
garden.
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Spacious
parking for
cargo bikes

The neighborhood BBQ
& HQ

the pergola

The pergola is a half open structure
that is the situated at the social heart
of the garden. It is the Kremlin of the
area that serves as the central place

Lockable door provides access to the
Lunet garden

The plan includes
many informal seating possibilities

De Treffer

Lunet community garden
Lunet daycare
Smitstraat

entrances

The three main entrances (Smitstraat, St. Catharinastraat and Kleine
Berg) are an important part of the
design. Currently these entrances
are not clearly visible. For some this
translates to a unsafe feeling. So in
the new design the entrances have

Kleine Berg

St. Catharinastraat

been given careful attention.
The entrances need to give
the feeling that you are entering a
non ordinary place. A space that
is not part of the municipal maintained park system but a garden that
is owned and operated by local residents. The information signs are part
of this awareness process. At the two
main entrances (Kleine Berg and
Smitstraat) people are welcomed by
a board that explains what the garden is. It needs to be clear that residents do this project. This can be
illustrated by showing a group photo
of the people that are involved in the
project.
The southern entrances
(Smitstraat and St. Catharinastraat)
have been enlarged by one parking
spot. By closing of the middle entrance to the football field two park-

ing spots could be removed from the
side. The entrances now also provide
bicycle parking space with enough
space to also fit larger cargo bikes.
The other entrances make
a physical connection to the social
institutions that are connected to
the Treffina area. The connection
to the community garden is made
through the shack with two lockable
follow-up doors. The shack itself is
usable to store gardening tools, materials and has a coffee machine. The
other doors are discussed in the other relevant section further ahead.
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Pergola of the Beergarten Rotterdam

source Bianca van der Ham
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for social gatherings. It is therefor renamed as the symbolic headquarters
(HQ). It is also physically located on
a central place where many different
roads pass.
The reference for the design
of the pergola is taken from the Beer
Garten in Rotterdam, a popular place
for social gatherings. The sides of the
pergola are overgrown with rambler
roses or grape vines for example.

An informal fence
divides the back
gardens with the community garden

Small greenhouse
to grow vegetables
and flowers

4.2.4 lunet garden
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On the other side of the fence on the
Treffina grounds is the Lunet garden.
It is the private garden of the daycare
from Lunetzorg. The garden is well
taken care of by volunteers of the
organization. The part closest to the
backside has recently been renovated. For this reason it was chosen to
leave this area as it is and focus on
the backside which is overgrown and
still under development. This fact
also explains the current location of
the two door shack that is located
on these grounds. This location has
been chosen because of municipal
restrictions do not allowed to build
on the Treffina grounds.
The shack will provide access
to a community garden that is main-

tained by the neighborhood with
social involvement by Lunet. In this
garden residents can work together
with the disabled people on agricultural projects. Elderly with gardening interest can also come and help
or just sit and watch at one of the
tables. The garden is most of all a social project where different users can
interact in an informal way and connect to social groups that they would
otherwise not bridge to because of

Community gardening
by residents

Gardening projects with the clients from Lunet with involvement
of elderly in the neighborhood

Passage to the
Treffina grounds
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Informal entrances provide
access to the garden

Local grown food
can be eaten at the
Lunet cafeteria
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the homogeneous social circles they
are in. Through the garden social
awareness will be created.
The garden informally connects to the backside of the people
that have their back gardens on the
community garden. Symbolic fences
divide the two areas.
The shack is the first physical connection that is made through
the fence. The plan however envisions a second lockable connection
to the other part of the garden from
Lunet, the already redeveloped eastern part. This part has a terrace that
could be opened to the public. Lunetzorg currently has a public tearoom inside of the building. Here
clients serve the guests. This concept
can be further expanded to the other
side of the building by opening the
terrace to the public. This could fur-

ther increase awareness to the locals only open during the day and can be
as well as visitors from other parts locked after closing time.
of the city. Here Lunetzorg can create social awareness to the public.
In the plans the second entrance is

Cut out of the masterplan 1:500 for the Lunet garden with the community garden on the left and the tea terrace to the right

4.2.5 de treffer garden

The third social institution that connects to the Treffina area is community center De Treffer. It is a home
for former military personnel that
organizes social activities for veterans. They are socially involved
and show this in organizing various
events where the neighborhood is
invited as well.
They have shown interest in
the redevelopment of the area and
have committed themselves to help
with the social control of the area.
When they have a reason to come to
the Treffina grounds they can keep
an eye out. The design recognizes
the importance of social security so
this offer must be cherished. Practically translated they have asked for

a jeu de boules field on the Treffina
ground. This gives them a reason to
visit the grounds.
Having the Treffer on board
means a great deal to the social vision that was set for the area. It allows them to showcase the work the
military that will make people more
aware of this social group. Like the
Lunet garden it will enable people to
bridge to groups outside of their regular circles.
In the Treffer garden itself little visible changes are made. The area
is heavily contested for parking since
it is the only free parking space in
the near vicinity of the center. De Treffer wants to preserve this. Flexible
solutions have been found that make
the garden greener but preserve the
parking space. The application of
semi hardened textures can give the

garden a more green feel and movable plant pots allow for flexible use
of the space.
Most important part of the
design is the physical connection
that is made to the Treffina ground
by placing a lockable door in the
fence. This allows the Treffer direct
access to the area. This door can be
opened during the day and closed
during the evening. During the day
it will allow De Treffer to keep an eye
out on the garden.
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4.2.6 execution
phasing
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The plan will not be executed at once.
This is not possible because of thed
on volunteers. The development of
the garden is a gradual process that
comes in small steps to create familiarity and to bond different social
parties and residents in the process.
First possible steps in development should be prioritized to the
meeting place function because it is
the most functional space in the design. This can be done by building
the pergola first. From here the different other developments will start
to grow. It is the Kremlin from which
this all will be coordinated. It has the
earlier described HQ function.

The physical links to the
social organizations can be made
shortly start after that. The placement of the two doored shack can
serve as the symbolic first step in a
longer collaboration process with
Lunet. But the shack will make a literal connection to the other side of
the fence. The shack is also a necessity because it will allow De Stadstuin
to store their gardening tools on the
grounds itself.
In Lunet is currently moderately positive towards the plans
for the redevelopment, they see the
social potential of the plans, but do
not want to commit themselves to a
multiple year project as of now. Following this described gradual process the organizations can familiarize with each other. This can lead to
further collaborations further ahead

in time.
De Treffer is further ahead
in the collaboration process. They
are already familiarized with the different neighborhood organizations
and often lend some of their equipment in the events of De Stadstuin
or BV De Bergen for example. They
have also committed themselves
in a practical way they also to offer
De Stadstuin to supply electricity
and water to bridge the phase to the
further development of the garden.
These small pledges are important in
the collaboration process.

commitment design

The key principle of the developments around the Treffina area is
that it is initiated by citizens themselves. The motto is that it is a place
that is created by and for them. To
achieve this residents must first of all
have some sort of bond to the area.
In other words they must be involved
in it to care for it.
Currently this involvement
by residents is low. The place is part
of the parks department of the city
and this translates to a space that belongs to no one except for the city.
This reflected in the way it is used.
Although there is a dog toilet, dog
owners carelessly let their animals
poop everywhere in the area, even
on the football field where kids play.

The kids and parents have often
complained about this.
The area needs to move
from this relative anonymity to a
place that is part of the social infrastructure of the neighborhood. In
order to do so residents need to be
reintroduced to the area. De Stadstuin have started this by organizing
regular activities and should continue to do so. They also ask neighbors to help them in the gardening
of the area but with little success so
far. The lack of volunteers is a common problem that also exists at BV
De Bergen. Residents often say they
have no time or do not want to put
time in participating in the project.
This is a reoccurring thought. People
are willing to come to the events of
the organizations (especially when
there is something to get for them

like a barbecue) but are not so often
willing to help in the process of the
development. Partly this might have
to do with the fact that the efforts of
De Stadstuin are little visible right
now and that there is not much to
show right now. But it also has to do
with unfamiliarity with the organization of De Stadstuin and the area
itself. Steps of easily approachable
measures need to be taken to re-familiarize the neighborhood with
the garden. One of the steps in this
could be a crowdfunding campaign
(see next paragraph).
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4.2.7 local crowdfunding campaign
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One of the key elements for successful development of the Treffina area
is the support from the residents.
One first step is recognition what De
Stadstuin is doing but a more important step is being involved by helping
in the development. It is one of the
main issues De Stadstuin currently
has. How do we involve more residents in the project? This thesis will
not provide the one single answer to
this question, but will suggest one
possible measure that might involve
more people in a easily accessible
way. This action should be part of a
series of approachable measures are
needed to familiarize the residents
with the organization and the place.
Only when the residents are known

with it they will care for it. Currently this is a difficult task because developments are still at the very start
and not much of the garden is visible
right now. De Stadstuin is already on
the right track by organizing various
regular events so that people know
that there are things going on. To
reach all residents and to repeatedly send the same message multiple
low accessible measures should be
deployed to commit the neighborhood to the Stadstuin. In these series
one of these measures can be a local
crowdfunding campaign.

nance by one person. The method is
often used for consumer products,
charities, music and arts but can also
be used for neighborhood initiatives.
The strength of crowdfunding for local initiatives is not in the financial
side of it (although it is still the main
goal of the operation) but in the local
awareness and social bonds it creates
(Steenhuis, 2013). When you believe in a project and go on to invest
in it (regardless of the amount) you
connect yourself to it. This financial
commitment translates into certain
expectations of the return of your
money. This social involvement in
the project is one of the key values
crowdfunding
of crowdfunding for neighbourhood
intiatives. It can help in the estabCrowdfunding is the practice where lishment of grassroots supporters
many people invest in a larger proj- and create accessible commitment
ect that would not be possible to fi- to the project. A few euros can make
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you feel part of the project. Crowdfunding is also a form of external
control. Once you invested the money in a project you want to know
what happens with it, regardless of
the amount you donated.
Examples of projects can be
found on the website Voor je Buurt
(displayed in this section). On this
online platform neighborhood campaigns are shared.
The topic of crowdfunding
fits in the interests of the municipality of Eindhoven. Joost de Jong
(VVD) has recently asked council
questions about how to deal with
crowdfunding in Eindhoven (Gemeente Eindhoven, 2016). He states
that Eindhoven lags behind on other cities on this topic because there
is no policy on it. He has asked how
Eindhoven will deal with this rela-

tive new phenomenon. This campaign could serve as an example of
what could be possible. The project
can serve as a pilot project to for the
municipality to learn from. In return
the municipality can guarantee that
the target amount will be reached by
pledging a certain amount after the
campaign is done if necessary.

neighborhood barbecue can be a
good item for the campaign. The
barbecues De Stadstuin hosts are
well visited events and this campaign will be a good extension of
this. The requirements are that it is
a stationary version that is also lockable so the grills will not get stolen.
This lock can either be with a key
that is owned by multiple persons
of the neighborhood but could also
be a digital lock that opens after you
enter a code from a website. Either
way the estimated costs are around
800 euro. This also includes the rewards that people get for their dothe campaign design
nation and the fees for hosting your
campaign on an online platform like
The item for the campaign must be Voor je Buurt.
clear and distinct. It must also be
There are different types of
something that multiple neighbors crowdfunding but one common
are interested to invest in. A fixed method to do it for local initiatives

is reward based crowdfunding. The
supporter buys a symbolic item from
the project starters. Possible rewards
for the barbecue campaign are displayed on the right side.
Part of the campaign is a promotional plan that should be developed prior to the launch. Here it is
described how publicity is used and
how to involve people in the campaign.
In its written form you can
think of a notification in the neighborhood newspaper. But because it is
a relative new phenomenon in Eindhoven (there is only one Eindhoven
project on the Voor je Buurt webiste) also the local newspaper like
the Eindhovens Dagblad can be approached for an article and a simultaneous introduction of the newly
developed garden. In its digital form

the large Facebook page and the
website of De Stadstuin can be used
to post updates on the campaign.
Most important will be oral promotion. People need to be personally
addressed about the campaign and
asked for their donation. The different neighborhood networks (like the
neighborhood associations) need
to be informed about the campaign
and asked to communicate this with
their members.

possible rewards

5 EUR
Sticker with logo
25 EUR
Linen bag with logo
50 EUR
Free entry to the barbecue
opening event for two persons
75 EUR
Free entry to the barbecue
opening event for the family
250 EUR
All inclusive barbecue provided
by the project starters on a to
be determined date
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5 Conclusion
final words: how does it come together?

This thesis started with a quote from
Pluk van de Petteflet. These are the
opening lines of a children’s book
that was written by Dutch writer Annie M.G. Schmidt.
In English it translates to:
Pluk has a little red tow truck. He
drives it through the city and is
looking for a house to live in. Every
once in a while he stopped. And he
asked the people: “Don’t you know
a house for me?” They thought and
said: “No.“ Because all the houses
are full.

Pluk represents the families that are
central in this research. Families are
looking for homes in the city. People
tell them “No” because they think
cities are not suitable places for
children to grow up in. Some parents however do not have a choice
but others deliberately choose to do
so. As the book continues Pluk finds
a home in the Petteflet that day and
learns that you can be very happy in
the city as a kid.
Cities need to accommodate Pluk.
They need to be suitable living en-

vironments for young families Pluk,
that goes out on his own with his
truck, represents the increased independence kids should have in the
city. The encounters Pluk has in the
Petteflet are only possible if suitable
conditions are available. In this last
chapter the spatial implications for
this are discussed.
Picture source Fiep Amsterdam BV

young families and the city

This thesis deals with the question
how the high urban environments
like De Bergen can be made suitable for families to live in. It is an
urgent question because an increasing amount of young families choose
the city. Cities need to prepare for
this. The answer is found in a neighborhood system called the family
building blocks (p.60-61). From this
a program of requirements is formulated and two design locations are
selected: the Treffina area and the
Anne Frankplantsoen.
These plans, especially the
Treffina area, do not aim to be the
final design. It is a step in an open
process to get all parties together and
discuss the development. The aim of

this report is to showcase the potential and get an open process going. In
itself this process is just as important
as the design.
The report does not end at
the design. One example is given in
a series of low accessible measures to
increase involvement in the development of the Treffina area. A reward
based crowdfunding campaign for a
neighborhood barbecue is proposed
as one of the measures to increase
local awareness and to create accessible commitment to the project.
The design fits itself in the recent rise of family related consumption spaces that shows new practices
of public parenting in urban contexts (Karsten, 2013). Lifestyles that
people developed before they became parents continue. Children are
not only raised in the private sphere

of the family home but public parenting is now part of this new family
culture (DeVault, 2000). The design
of the beach bar provides a good example of this.
The main aim for this report was to create environments that
are fit for young families that settle
in the city. The implications of this
report are however wider than this.
Environments that are fit for children are also fit for other user groups
like elderly for example. In some cases the inclusion of these groups was
deliberate. The disabled can help in
maintaining the community garden
for example. In other cases this was
more subtle. Central social places
that were designed are not only for
young families but meeting grounds
for everyone of the neighborhood.
The design recognizes this.
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Growing up in the city as a kid is
getting more common. More young
families are choosing to live in the
city. Why do they decide to do so
and how do they live there? What
implications does this have on the
public domain? How can we provide
the best fit for both kids and the
parents?
This thesis written for the master
Urban Design and Planning on the
Eindhoven University of Technology
(TU/e) researches this theme. In investigates De Bergen, a high urban

neighborhood in Eindhoven. Investigations were done on the on the
scale of the borrow as well as the
neighborhood. For both of these
levels design implications have been
formulated taking the young families as the central user group.

